The best things in life
are meant to be shared

www.kvarner-interior.com

CELEBRATE HAPPINESS
Celebrate happiness, seize the day and enjoy life. Happy Cocooning contributes with it’s
products to a terrace experience that feels more luxurious, gives more atmosphere and makes you happy.
We hope that you will experience many beautiful moments with one of our products
The best things in life are meant to be shared.
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THE COCOON TABLE
The fireplace has been the place in the house for centuries to crawl away. The outdoor space is
more and more seen as an extension of the interior . In the ultimate living, outdoor fireplaces
are indispensable. Thern there are the Cocoon Tables: trendy garden tables with a built-in
gas fire plus the possibility to use the table with a separate grill plate as a barbecue. On cool
evenings in the spring and autumn fire brings warmth, but especially atmosphere and conviviality. A gas fire
is ideal: on is on, off is off. And extra safe in addition: there are no sparks. The Cocoon Tables are
for those who literally want to warm up.

The atmosphere of a fireplace
The Cocoon Tables seem made of concrete, while in fact they are made of composite, because of this
they are resistant to extreme temperatures. The fire of the Cocoon Table consists of
gas fire with stainless steel burner of 12 and 19.5 kW, nicely camouflaged with optical logs and
lava stones. This makes the fire look like wood-fired flames. The fireplace is easy to
ignite by the electronic ignition and the height of the flame is adjustable by means of
a control knob, both finely processed in a stainless steel control panel.
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THE BRAND
Happy Cocooning has been bringing a campfire to the gardens and balconies
from Europe with its Cocoon Tables since 2008. By using a gas burner you have the atmosphere of a
cozy fire, but not the inconvenience of a traditional wood burner. Choosing between a lounge or
dining table is no longer needed. Happy Cocooning has the best response to the trends with a
perfect intermediate solution. Whether you like organic round shapes or straight and tight, Happy
Cocooning always fits your taste, at the right level.

The fireplace table
The firetable for outside literally sets you on fire. The Cocoon Tables have a
built-in gas fire. Extremely attractive and safe! It is the central place outside, where you can sit around very cozy.
With the optional griddle plate, this fiery table can be used directly as a barbecue.
Other available accessories are wooden sidetables, a wine cooler and glass screen kit. With this
to make the product a multifunctional fire table. The Cocoon Tables are made of extremely strong and weather-resistant
composite and are available in various shapes, sizes and colors.
Enjoy cosiness, light and warmth outside without sparks or smoke.
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HAPPY
COCOONING
QUALITY
AND DESIGN

SQUARE, RECTANGULAR
ROUND, OVAL, BOWL & CONE
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RECTANGULAR SMALL

SQUARE SMALL
Especially for the smaller gardens, verandas or roof terraces Happy Cocooning developed the handy
cozy small square and rectangular Cocoon Tables. With the compact dimensions this table
fits every seating area.

Cocoon Table Square Small
(60 x 60 x 40 cm)
srs4001z - black
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Cocoon Table Square Small
(60 x 60 x 40 cm)
srs4001a - anthracite

Accessories Square Small
Glass Screen Kit Small - sr44sgs
Wooden Side Table Square Small,
set of 2 - sr45scs

Cocoon Table
Rectangular Small
(80 x 60 x 40 cm)
srs4005a - anthracite

Accessories
Rectangular Small
Glass Screen Kit Small - sr44sgs
Wooden Side Table Small - sr45scs

Cocoon Table
Rectangular Small
(80 x 60 x 40 cm)
srs4005z - black

Accessories
Rectangular Small
Glass Screen Kit Small - sr44sgs
Wooden Side Table Small - sr45scs
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ROUND

OVAL
If you are more into organic forms in your garden, the oval
Cocoon Table is your product. This Cocoon Table is a beautiful central point
on a terrace and with its Side Tables it has a handy extension that certainly benefits lounging.

Cocoon Table Round
(61 x 61 x 42 cm)
srr6501z - black

Cocoon Table Round
(61 x 61 x 42 cm)
srr6501a - anthracite

Cocoon Table Round
(61 x 61 x 42 cm)
srr6501w - white

Cocoon Table Oval
(107 x 80 x 46 cm)
srr6510z - black
Cocoon Table Round
(61 x 61 x 42 cm)
srr6501t - taupe

Cocoon Table Round
(61 x 61 x 42 cm)
srr6501b - brown

Accessories Table Round
Wooden Side Table Oval/Round
set of 2 - sr45ocs

Cocoon Table Oval
(107 x 80 x 46 cm)
srr6510a - anthracite

Accessories Table Oval
Wooden Side Table Oval/Round,
set of 2 - sr45ocs
Glass Screen Kit Round,
sr44rgs

Glass Screen Kit Round Small
sr44rsgs
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SQUARE

Cocoon Table Square
(76 x 76 x 46 cm)
srs6504z - black

Cocoon Table Square
(76 x 76 x 46 cm)
srs6504t - taupe
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Cocoon Table Square
(76 x 76 x 46 cm)
srs6504a - anthracite

Cocoon Table Square
(76 x 76 x 46 cm)
srs6504b - brown

RECTANGULAR

Cocoon Table Square
(76 x 76 x 46 cm)
srs6504w - white

Cocoon Table Rectangular
(107 x 80 x 46 cm)
srs6510z - black

Cocoon Table Rectangular
(107 x 80 x 46 cm)
srs6510a - anthracite

Cocoon Table Rectangular
(107 x 80 x 46 cm)
srs6510w - white

Accessories Table Square
Glass Screen Kit Square/Rectangular - sr44gs
Wooden Side Table Square/Rectangular,
set of 2 - sr45cs

Cocoon Table Rectangular
(107 x 80 x 46 cm)
srs6510t - taupe

Cocoon Table Rectangular
(107 x 80 x 46 cm)
srs6510b - brown

Accessories Table Rectangular
Glass Screen Kit Square/Rectangular - sr44gs
Wooden Side Table Square/Rectangular,
set of 2 - sr45cs
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HOME IS
WHERE
THE FIRE
BURNS

Lorem ipsum

Maintenance
We are convinced that enjoyment and little maintenance should go together. That is why a lot of attention was paid
to qualitative materials that are easy to use are maintained when developing the Cocoon Tables . The only maintenance
that you need to spend on the Cocoon Tables is cleaning the Table. All parts are manufactured in such a way that they
do not need maintenance, so you can enjoy your Cocoon Table optimally. The details can be found in the user manual.

The Cocoon Tables seem made of concrete, while in fact they are made of composite. This is why they are
resistant to extreme hot and cold temperatures and they can be used outside without any problem all
winter (covered with the supplied cover).
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LOUNGE & DINING COCOON TABLES
The built-in plates for these Cocoon Tables are available in the
colours: black and anthracite

Cocoon Table Lounge & Dining
Stainless Steel/Teak Square
(80 x 80 x 67,5 cm)
ld-ssth6504

Cocoon Table Lounge &
Dining Teak Square
(76 x 76 x 68 cm)
ld-th6504
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Cocoon Table Lounge & Dining
Stainless Steel/Teak Rectangular
(110 x 80 x 67,5 cm)
ld-ssth6510

Cocoon Table Lounge &
Dining Teak Rectangular
(107 x 80 x 68 cm)
ld-th6510

LOUNGE & DINING COCOON TABLES
COMPOSITE

Cocoon Table Lounge &
Dining Square
(76 x 76 x 67 cm)
srs6504mhz - black

Cocoon Table Lounge & Dining
Rectangular
(107 x 80 x 67 cm)
srs6510mhz - black

Cocoon Table Lounge &
Dining Square
(76 x 76 x 67 cm)
srs6504mha - anthracite

Cocoon Table Lounge & Dining
Rectangular
(107 x 80 x 67 cm)
srs6510mha - anthracite
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NICE & NASTY
The built-in plates for these Cocoon Tables are available in the colours: black and anthracite

Cocoon Table Teak Nice& Nasty Square
(76 x 76 x 46 cm) - nn6504

Cocoon Table Teak Nice&Nasty
Lounge & Dining Rectangular
(107 x 80 x 68 cm) - ld-nn6510

Cocoon Table Teak Nice&Nasty
Rectangular
(107 x 80 x 46 cm) - nn6510

Nice&Nasty Accessories
Wooden Side Table Teak Nice&Nasty,
set van 2 - nn45cs

Cocoon Table Teak Nice&Nasty
Lounge & Dining Square
(76 x 76 x 68 cm) - ld-nn6504

Enclosure Teak Nice&Nasty
Lid is available in the colours:
black and anthracite - nne01
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DRIFTWOOD

TEAKWOOD

The built-in plates for these Cocoon Tables are available

The built-in plates for these Cocoon Tables are available

in the colours: black and anthracite

Cocoon Table Driftwood Square
(76 x 76 x 46 cm)
srs6504dw

Enclosure Driftwood
Lid available in the coulours:
black and anthracite - srse01dw
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Cocoon Table Driftwood Rectangular
(107 x 80 x 46 cm)
srs6510dw

Accessoires Driftwood
Wooden Side Table Drifwood
set of 2 sr45dwst

in the colours: black and anthracite

Cocoon Table Teak Square
(76 x 76 x 46 cm)
srs6504ht

Enclosure Teak
Lid available in the coulours:
black and anthracite- srse01ht

Cocoon Table Teak Rectangular
(107 x 80 x 46 cm)
srs6510ht

Cocoon Table Teak Bartable
(76 x 76 x 100 cm)
srs6504hts

Accessories Teak
Glass Screen Kit Square/Rectangular
sr44gs

Accessories Teak
Wooden Side Table Teak,
set of 2 - sr45hcst
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TABLE TOPS

GRIDDLE PLATE + PIZZA STONE

Are you in possession of a garden table and you want the atmosphere of a Cocoon Table, but no extra table element on your
terrace. Then the Table Top can offer you a solution. The Table Top Cocoon Table is ideal for use on an existing table,
and is also easy to move.

Both models are available in the colours: black and anthracite

Griddle Plate Cocoon Table
sr50gp

Pizza Stone Cocoon Table
sr52ps
*

Cocoon Table Top Round
(61 x 61 x 15 cm)
srr6501tz - black
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Cocoon Table Top Square
(61 x 61 x 15 cm)
srs6501ta - anthracite

The lid and thermometer
are included with the griddle plate.

only to be used in combination with the griddle plate

Not suitable for: Square Small,
Table Top en built-in burners.
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OUTDOOR LUXURY

BUILT-IN BURNERS

BUILT-IN BURNERS
Do you already have a garden table or lounge table element and still want the atmosphere of a Cocoon Table?
Then beside the Table Top you can also choose to build in a Cocoon Table . This is easy too
realize and the result is great. The after-dinner will last longer with the atmosphere and warmth
of a built-in burner.
Built-in Burner Rectangular
(69 x 32 x 23 cm)
sr4001bi

The lid is included with the Built-in Burner

Glass Screen Kit Built-in Burner
Rectangular
sr44rbigs

BUILT-IN WINE COOLERS
Built-in Burner Square
(39 x 39 x 23 cm)
sr1801bi

Support bracket Built-in Burner
sr1801bi-tsb
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Glass Screen Kit Built-in
Burner Square
sr44bigs

The lid is included with the Built-in Burner

The wine coolers can be placed in the table in the daytime. In the evening when it gets colder ,
they can easily be replaced by the built-in burners

Built-in Wine Cooler Square
(39 x 39 x 26 cm)
sr2201bi-bwc

Built-in Wine Cooler Rectangular
(69 x 32 x 14,5 cm)
sr4001bi-bwc

Built-in Wine Cooler Rectangular Big
(99 x 32 x 24 cm)
sr6001bi-bwc
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BUILT-IN BURNERS BIG

Built-in Burner Square Big
(48 x 48 cm) sr4001bis

Built-in Burner Rectangular Big
(99 x 32 x 23 cm) sr6001bis

Glass Screen Kit Built-in Burner
Square Big
sr44sgs

The lid is included with the Built-in Burner*

Glass Screen Kit Built-in Burner
Rectangular Big
(99 x 32 x 23 cm) sr44lrbigs

The lid is included with the Built-in Burner*

*the white table shown serves as an example and is therefore not included
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BOWL
Happy Cocooning is constantly expanding its design line. So we played with the "Bowl" shape
and the trend that gardens may also be less tight in shape and more cozy. The Bowl has a natural form
and can be nicely combined on your terrace with the round shapes in the garden.

Cocoon Table Bowl
(91 x 91 x 46 cm)
srr6507z - black

Cocoon Table Bowl
(91 x 91 x 46 cm)
srr6507a - anthracite

Cocoon Table Bowl
(91 x 91 x 46 cm)
srr6507t - taupe

Accessories Bowl & Cone
Glass Screen Kit Bowl & Cone
sr44rgs
Wooden Side Table Bowl & Cone
sr45rcs
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CONE
With the Cone we went a step further in the design. A striking form that is unique in the
Cocoon Table segment. With this Cocoon Table Cone you give a special character to your terrace.

Cocoon Table Cone
(96 x 96 x 46 cm)
srr6508z - black

Cocoon Table Cone
(96 x 96 x 46 cm)
srr6508a - anthracite

Cocoon Table Cone
(96 x 96 x 46 cm)
srr6508t - taupe
Accessories Cone & Bowl
Glass Screen Kit Cone & Bowl
sr44rgs
Wooden Side Table Cone & Bowl
sr45rcs
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LIDS

ACCESSORIES + APPLICATIONS

The lid can be used to cover the table, this provides protection
and optimal use of the Cocoon Table. All lids are available in black and anthracite.

srse01z
black

srse01w
white

srse01t
taupe

srse01b
brown

Enclosure Square
To place over your gas bottle
srse01a - anthracite
Cocoon Table Lid Steel Square Small
sr47tl-01

Cocoon Table Lid Steel Square
sr47tl-04

Cocoon Table Lid Composite
Available in the colours: black and anthracite
sr47ctl
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Enclosure Round
Available in colours:
black and anthracite
srre01z - srre01a

PVC Cover
Available in colours:
black and grey
srse02z - srse02g

Cocoon Table Lid Steel Rectangular
sr47tl-10

Enclosure Driftwood
Lid available in colours:
black and anthracite
srse01dw

Enclosure Teak
Lid available in colours:
black and anthracite
srse01ht

Eclosure Teak Nice&Nasty
Lid available in colours:
black and anthracite
nne01
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ENJOYING THE
GOOD LIFE

ACCESSORIES + APPLICATIONS

Holder Ceramic Logs
sr51lr
Glass Screen Kit Square & Rectangular
sr44gs

Glass Screen Kit Square Small
& Rectangular Small sr44sgs

Wooden Side Table Square & Rectangular
set of 2 - sr45cs

Wooden Side Table Square Small
& Rectangular Small
set of 2 - sr45scs

Glass Screen Kit Cone & Bowl
sr44rgs
Wooden Side Table Cone &
Bowl
sr45rcs

Protection Layer Gas Hose
srbp01
Wooden Side Table Oval & Round
sr45ocs
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Wooden Side Table Teak
Set of 2 - sr45hcst
Set for Cocoon Table
Square Small: sr45shcst

Pizza Stone Cocoon Table
sr52ps
*only to be used in combination with the griddle plate

Gas regulator
30 mBar UNI x 1/4 Left
srgdr01

Griddle Plate Cocoon Table
sr50gp

Wine Chiller Cocoon Table.
sr48wc
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SERVICE AT DELIVERY

SAFETY FIRST

The Cocoon Table is supplied with lava stones, ceramic logs, gas hose (2.5 meters)

Happy Cocooning is all about design and safety. We develop all products ourselves

and a PVC protective cover. The table must be connected to a

and work according the highest safety requirements. You have a

propane / butane gas bottle, and a 30 mBar gas pressure regulator

optimally safe product with the accessories offered. All Cocoon Tables

must be used.

are available with protective glass, a protective layer for the gas hose and
a gas pressure regulator.

Protection Layer Gas Hose
De protection cover is available
for each model
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Camouflage your gas hose
and avoid tripping

Holder for Gas Bottle
Included with the Composite
Lounge & Dining Tables

Protective Glass
The glass provides protection
against direct flames and is resistant
against high temperatures

Gas Pressure Regulator
Equipped with a safety catch
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The best things in life
are meant to be shared

happycocooning nl
happycocooning
happycocooning
happycocooning

info@kvarner-interior.com
www.kvarner-interior.com

Kvarner Trading d.o.o.
Donja Hlapa 121, 51514 Dobrinj, Otok KRK
Tel: 00385 (0)99 3 700 600

